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Abstract
Theme parks have a long history. Throughout this history, they have experienced
two major growth spurts, in the 1920s and in the 1960s. The best-known
contemporary theme parks are the Disney facilities, the first of which officially
opened in Anaheim, California in 1955 and, as part of that second period of
growth, changed the amusement industry beyond recognition. Since then, the
theme park industry in the United States has grown dramatically.
Winnipeg is recognized as the hometown of Winnie-the-Pooh. This begs the
question of why there are no activities or events in Winnipeg that celebrate this
figure.
This practicum will analyze two books in the Winnie-the-Pooh series Winnie-the-Pooh and The House At Pooh Corner and identify the significant
storylines that might be represented in a themed parkland setting. The proposed
site is in Assiniboine Park to the west of downtown of Winnipeg. The practicum is
based on the methods outlined in Miodrag Mitrasinovic's Total Landscape, Theme
Parks, Public Space. In that book Mitrasinovic addresses the properties of what
he calls "privately-owned publicly accessible space in themed mode" (PROPASt)
as a model for an holistic approach to the creation of public space. The proposed
site will designed as a theme-based year round area within Assiniboine Park.
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Introduction
In the summer of 2008, I visited Assiniboine Park, Winnipeg for the first time. I
joined Teddy Bear's Picnic event. This is a festival for children. Children brought
their teddy bears to the park with their parents. They play at various entertainment
tents located in a big circle in the meadow area. There were many things to do,
including face painting, dressing their teddy bears, and playing within a maze.
This crowded spectacle included, lively music and fantastic performances on the
stage and created a joyful atmosphere.
When I left the meadow area and followed the path, I arrived in what used to be
called the Central Picnic Ground and Playground area. This area should have
been a paradise for children, but I was surprised and also a little disappointed that
it was quiet and desolate. Surrounded with aspen and oak forest, there was an old
and broken wood slide. For safety reasons, the wooden toboggan slides were
locked up and unused at that time. Also a few swings stood in the middle of that
area, but no one was using them. This place was out of tune with the outside
world. It was lonely without energy and activities. The playground facilities were
not developed to their full potential.
Since then, I started to be curious about this area. Every time, I had a chance to
visit Assiniboine Park, I always wanted to see this place. And then, in the summer
of 2010, a big change occurred, Assiniboine Park Conservancy began a
renovation project in this area. Over the next year, they replaced the park's aging
playground with natural-looking play structures, designed by Winnipeg-based
local landscape architecture firms. This work will be addressed in more detail in
Chapter 4.
Winnipeg is the notional hometown of Winnie-the-Pooh, but Winnipeg does not
have many activities or events that celebrate this famous character. It is argued
that Winnie-the-Pooh, could be used as a city icon to highlight and emphasize
Winnipeg‟s significance.
This could be done by developing a theme park based on the Winnie-the-Pooh
stories, and influenced by the Disneyland model. The fictional characters in A.A.
Milne‟ s stories are well known and have not only been published in story books,
but also made into films and TV shows. Furthermore, the name of this famous
bear, Winnie, was derived from the word Winnipeg. From reading A. A. Milne and
Ernest H. Shepard‟s two story books, Winnie-the-Pooh and The House At Pooh
Corner, a number of topics were identified which could be used as a basis for the
design of a theme park.
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Winnie-the-Pooh and his friends all live in the "Hundred Acre Wood". In Milne's
books, the term "Hundred Acre Wood" is actually used for a specific part of the
larger Forest, centered on Owl's house. This forest contains oak trees, chestnut
trees, beech trees and dandelions, representing a natural landscape area, but
which are not native in Winnipeg. The wood was actually based on Ashdown
Forest in East Sussex, England and equivalent native species can be used in their
place.
A bronze statue of Winnie-the-Pooh is placed at Winnipeg's Assiniboine Park Zoo.
This represents Winnie' original appearance, a black bear with its owner Captain
Harry Colebourn. The original oil Painting of Pooh by Ernest H. Shepard from the
1930s is hanging in The Pavilion Gallery Museum in the park. Between these two
important features are the Central Picnic Grounds and Playground area of
Assiniboine Park, a location which could be used as a site for developing a
Winnie-the-Pooh based theme park.
The objective of this practicum is to make use of a series of Winnie-the-Pooh
stories to design a year round theme park. It will provide a good opportunity not
only for children but also for adults to have family fun in a themed landscape.

2
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Chapter 1—Theme Parks
1.1 History and Development of North American Theme Parks
The New Oxford American Dictionary (2001) defines a theme park as “an
amusement park with a unifying setting or idea” (p. 1758). In Merrian-Webster‟s
collegiate dictionary (2003), a theme park is defined as "an amusement park in
which the structures and setting are based on a central theme" (p. 1295).
According to Lukas, "themes pertain to a multitude of cultural realms, including
music (in which a theme is a central idea carried throughout a composition); and
literature (in which a theme is a central idea through which the plot develops,
characters react, and on which moral or social lessons are based)". (Lukas, 2007,
p. 2).
As Lukas states:
"In everyday life, people understand a theme as a consistent idea or set of ideas upon
which someone can base an argument. The theme is a central idea about literally
anything, and can be the basis for the amalgamation of what is known as a themed
space. A themed space, whether a casino, theme park, or restaurant, employs a theme
to establish a unifying and often immutable idea throughout its space. The themes that
are used to create space in various venues are often drawn from contrasting,
contradictory, and unreliable sources." (Lukas, 2007, p. 2)

Theme parks have a long development history. In the United States, the first
amusement park, in the modern sense, was at the 1893 World‟s Columbian
Exposition, held in Chicago, Illinois. It included the first Ferris wheel and an
arcade midway, as well as various concessions. This conglomeration of
attractions was the template used for amusement parks for the next half-century.
In 1897, Steeplechase Park was the first of three significant amusement parks
opened at Coney Island in Brooklyn, New York. Steeplechase Park was a huge
success and by the late 1910s, there were hundreds of amusement parks in
operation around the world. The introduction of the world-famous Cyclone roller
coaster at Steeplechase Park in 1927 marked the beginning of the roller coaster
as one of the most popular attractions for amusement parks as well as for the later
modern theme parks of today. At the peak of the "golden age" of amusement
parks, from roughly the turn of the 20th century through the late 1920s, Coney
Island at some point had three distinct amusement parks. However, the Great
Depression of the 1930s and World War II during the 1940s contributed to the
decline of the amusement park industry. By the 1950s, factors such as urban
decay, crime, and even desegregation led to changing patterns in how people
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chose to spend their free time. Many of the older, traditional amusement parks
had closed or burned to the ground.

1.2 Coney Island
Coney Island is a peninsula and beach on the Atlantic Ocean in southern
Brooklyn, New York. It is possibly best known as the site of amusement parks and
a major resort that reached its peak during the first half of the 20th century.
The historical importance of Coney Island cannot be overstated. From the 1880s
through the 1940s, it was the world's archetypal amusement area and featured
three major parks: Steeplechase Park (1897-1964), Luna Park (1903-1946), and
Dreamland (1904-1911). As Lukas indicated in his book Theme Park, "As the
theme park's primogenitor, the early amusement park of Coney Island offered
fantastical landscape that made forms of conceptual travel possible" (Lukas, 2008,
p. 65).

Steeplechase Park
"The first and most famous park at Coney Island was Steeplechase Park,
featuring elaborate mechanical horses joined to a downhill racetrack, which used
gravitational principles to pull the riders and horses down the undulating slope"
(Harris, 2002, p. 43). Steeplechase Park was created by George C. Tilyou, who
grew up in a family that ran a Coney Island restaurant.
Unfortunately, fire was a big problem for Coney Island. Steeplechase was burned
during the 1907 season, destroying most of the park. George C. Tilyou rebuilt
Steeplechase and it sustained a number of smaller fires that were so common to
large public buildings. Steeplechase continued to entertain the public until
September 1964.

Luna Park
Robert Scally provided a vivid description of Luna Park, (as cited in Lukas, 2008,
p. 49), "Luna took inspiration from the moon itself, not just in its popular attraction
'A Trip to the Moon', but in the sense that it was conceived as a 'radiant reflection
of energy, never the same or in the same place from one moment to the next'. "
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Lukas described the landscape view as "Entering Luna Park, the visitor was
immediately stuck with the visual scale of the park and how it offered a collection
of incredible sights, attractions and forms of entertainment that were anything but
ordinary" (Lukas, 2008, p. 50). Luna Park proved that architecture could perform.
People's movement and the architectural landscape created the greatest
spectacle of an amusement park, often in ways that had been previously
unimagined.
"Luna was larger and more spectacular than Steeplechase. It had more rides,
more spectacular attractions and shows, incredible displays of electricity and
forms of constant amusement and performance that created the sense of the
'other world' that today's theme parks demonstrate" (Lukas, 2008, p. 51).
Lukas addressed Luna Park's contribution and effects on the form of
contemporary theme parks. "Luna Park offered unbelievable architecture and
combined it in a fantasy world - a 'themed park' - for its patrons; it showed that
variety entertainment that was constantly changing was to be a norm of the theme
park; and it showed that the customer must be constantly put in the midst of the
amusement drama" (Lukas, 2008, p. 57).

Dreamland
The last of Coney Island's major amusement parks was Dreamland. It was
supposed to provide relatively high-class entertainment, with elegant architecture,
pristine white towers and some educational exhibits along with the rides and thrills.
"Dreamland with its lavish grandeur, millions of electric lights and formidable
architecture bathed in white is a park based on the sea. It featured battle
reenactments and staged building burnings with an on-site fire department for
spectacle" (Brown, 2009, p. 88). Dreamland was the island's most expensive and
lavish park and yet, ironically, the worst received by the amusement using public.
In 1911 a devastating fire engulfed Dreamland. When the Hell Gate attraction was
under repair, the light bulbs that illuminated the operations began to explode,
perhaps because of an electrical malfunction. In the darkness, a worker kicked
over a bucket of hot pitch, and soon Hell Gate was in flames. Dreamland was
abandoned after the fire of 1911.
From the above, we can conclude that traditional early amusement parks
established a few trends, such as enclosed amusement spaces, distinctive zones,
themed attractions, dramatic recreation and forms of stimulation, spectacular
rides and incredible performances and shows.
6

1.3 Disneyland
The best-known contemporary theme park is Disneyland, which officially opened
in Anaheim, California in 1955 and led to significant changes in the amusement
industry. Since then, the theme park industry in the United States has grown
dramatically. All the Disney theme parks aim to provide the visitor with a world of
fun and fantasy, a world that does not exist but which is the result of imagination
and illusion.
Lukas describes one of the most significant advances in theme park form as the
development of the theming itself – the overarching design given to the various
rides, attractions and spaces within the theme park, "Disneyland subordinated the
identities of individual rides, exhibits, and other features to the larger, thematically
coordinated environment" (Lukas, 2008, p. 75).
Lukas's study (2008) noted first, that Main Street USA is the theme land that
greets patrons when they enter Disneyland. It is designed as a great adventure
trip for children and teenagers to experience happy memories with their parents or
grandparents. A second theme land is Adventureland, which includes the park's
famous Jungle Cruise ride and reflects Walt Disney's exotic ideal of 'ourselves far
from civilization, in the remote jungles of Asia and Africa' (Lukas, 2008, p. 76). A
third land, Frontierland, demonstrates Disney's desire to reconnect American
people with the frontier past and its senses of adventure and 'pioneering spirit'.
Fantasyland, a general haven for the childlike, is a themed area that includes
attractions like Dumbo, Alice in Wonderland and Mr. Toad's Wild Ride.
Tomorrowland is the theme land that most closely resembles the forward-looking,
technological and utopian spirit of the World's Fairs. Its spaces include futuristic
rides like the popular Space Mountain indoor roller coaster. Later, Walt Disney
helped supervise the addition of the theme land New Orleans Square, which
would later, posthumously, include the highly popular Haunted Mansion and
Pirates of the Caribbean rides (Op. cit. pp. 76-7).
As we can see, the concept underlying the creation of Disneyland was that the
parks are not only an architectural and physical themed space, they are also
places of the mind that capture our attention in varied forms, including cartoons,
films, storybooks, novels, video games and other virtual spaces. The park
experience becomes part of a larger package, reflected in a television shows,
movies, lunch boxes, action figures and family park rides and costumed
characters that make up the "theme". "Disneyland is a hybrid of culture, art,
ideology, market, and place" (Harris, 2002, p. 48).
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Conclusion
Nowadays, "the theme park, as it has moved away from the chaos that
presumably characterized the early amusement parks (as well as associated
spaces like carnivals and state fairs), has become associated with organization,
sanitation and order. As such, it becomes the target of culture, particularly for
those who find the theme park's emphasis on order to be a peculiar trait" (Lukas,
2008, p. 230).
Jones and Robinett (1999) of Economics Research Associate (ERA), a leading
consulting firm in the theme park industry, came to recognize that all theme parks
share the following primary characteristics:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

They have a family appeal;
They contain one or more themed environments;
They have some form of "ambient entertainment." That is, strolling, musicians,
performers, costumed characters and the like, who perform for "free";
They have a high investment level per unit of ride or show capacity;
They have high standards of service and maintenance and cleanliness;
They contain enough activities (entertainment content) to create an average visitor
length of stay of typically 5 to 7 hours;
They will usually, but not always, have a pay-one-price admission policy.
(Resource from http://www.hotel-online.com/Trends/ERA/ERARoleThemeParks.html.
Accessed on Oct. 2nd, 2011 )

Recently, there have been variations from the formula. First, theme parks oriented
around one theme or toward one market. These are not high-load, complex,
multidimensional and multilayered environments any more. This variety includes
aquatic parks and children‟s parks. A second departure from the traditional theme
park is indoor theme parks combined with retail shopping centers. The largest
examples of these are West Edmonton Mall in Canada, Lotte World in Seoul, and
Mall of America in Minneapolis.
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Chapter 2—Playing and Theming
2.1 Playing
Why is play important?
"Asking 'why people play?' is like asking why we breath. Both are essential
activities that satisfy needs." (Hendricks, 2001, p. 9). "Play is active interaction
with surroundings. How we play is dependent on the environment we find
ourselves in." (Hendricks, 2001, p. 155). 'Play and learn' is the process of
obtaining knowledge from the environment in people's early childhood.
Appleton explains in The Experience of Landscape, from the view of behavior and
environmental study : An animal establish a relationship with its environment are
made up of two components - inborn and learned. "Almost all animals living in a
natural environment display some forms of behavior which reveals a use of their
environment such as suggests a connection with the realization of their biological
needs" (Appleton, 1975, p. 62).
To meet basic biological needs, we were born with the ability to breath, cry, eat,
drink.
"Children at birth are not blank cards on which experience makes the first marks, they
bring into the world with them a complex set of personality traits and a way of seeing and
knowing the world. Children sense the world around them and work out their own
explanations and understanding of their experience. They know the world out from their
own body and see themselves as the centre of their world. They feel happiness and
sadness, warmth and cold, love and anger and many other feelings." (Hendricks, 2001, p.
225)

As adults, we have complicated lives. Play is often associated with childhood and
free time, and it seems not to be the most important part of our daily life. But a
young child spends almost all of his time playing everyday. Cosby Rodgers writes
in Play in the Life of Young Child, "Play is life for young children" (Rodgers, 1988,
p. 1).
"One of the benefits from children‟s play is that it gives the person insights into the
nature of people and the world around them that last a lifetime" (Hendricks, 2001,
p. 11). Play helps children to develop not only their physical skills, but also in
terms of social and emotional growth.
As a play environment designer, Hendricks points out that young children use all
their senses to explore this world – they do not just stand and look at it. The
sensations that come into the brain from seeing, smelling, hearing, moving,
10

touching, tasting, are the basis for the child‟s accumulation of knowledge of the
world around them. (Hendricks, 2001, p. 31).
In the first six years of life children know about the world through three sets of
senses. One set is the physical senses such as seeing, tasting, smelling, hearing
and touch as well as the body sense. Another set of senses they use are the
social senses – feelings, emotions and intuition about relationships with people
and things. The third set of senses are based in fantasy, imagination and beliefs.
The Physical sense: touch/feel, smell, see, hear, taste, balance/gravity sense and
the muscle/joint/movement sense.
The Social/Emotive sense: emotions/feelings such as happy, sad, anger, empathy,
love, regret, excitement and so forth, the intuitive sense, and social sense like making
friends, verbal and non verbal communication including body language.
The Imaginative/Fantasy sense: includes sensations such as pretending, believing,
imagining, day dreaming, magic, belief in elves, having an imaginary friend, ideas
and many aspects of childhood knowledge developed by the child herself.
(Hendricks, 2001, p. 69)

"The rationale for public play provision is based in the belief that playing
contributes to learning. This has led to the idea of the developmentally
appropriate play area, which means that the play possibilities provided are in step
with the level of mental, physical, and emotional development of the children as
set out in prevailing child development theories." (Hendricks, 2001, p. 51).
For young children, Frost and Klein (1983) view play as being based as definable
clearly age groups and developmental stages in their ways of playing. "Here play
is categorized as: functional play, construction play, dramatic play and games with
rules. Function play begins in infanthood, while construction play was seen to
start around two years as does dramatic or symbolic play. Games with rules come
later in the child‟s development around the age of 7. " (Hendricks, 2001, p. 52)
Depending on this category, it is clear to identify a division for children's play.
Different ages need different play equipments and scale of area. And it is also
give designer a reference on the number of children which one playground can
contain.
Infant

24 months

24 months

6-7years

Functional

Construction

Dramatic

Games with rules
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Why playing outside is important for children?
As cities grow and spread out, residents spend more of their time at work and at
home or travelling between to work and home. The available time to enjoy
sunshine and fresh air is limited. It is necessary to encourage people to play
outdoors. We cannot deny the significant impact of nature on children's physical
and mental development.
Hendricks pointed out that children are much healthier when they have access to
daylight for long periods everyday, artificial light is not sufficient (Hendricks , 2001,
p. 77).
"Children, like all people are attracted to the element of the earth – soil, water, fire, air.
Outdoor playgrounds are often the first places where children are permitted to explore
these aspects of planet earth and they need to have these opportunities to play with
these elements in a good quality" (Hendricks, 2001, p. 77) .

Playing is noisy, especially when many children get together. "Playing outside on
the playground has the advantage that children can make more and louder
sounds on the playground and can make sounds that adults don‟t like indoors –
and are often thus forbidden by adults" (Hendricks, 2001, p. 78). Children can run
and jump freely outdoors and can be as noisy as they wish.

What is a good playground for children?
For children, playgrounds are places for outdoor learning, where they can
discover and recreate with the physical world and celebrate their freedom and
happiness, including playing with water and mud.
Usually, children's playgrounds in public parks are filled with play equipment that
adults think to be what children need. Playground equipment is intended to
increase children's physical activities and to use up their excess energy. In the
playground, swinging, climbing, see-sawing and sliding are the activities that
adults spend money on for children. But, adults may not ask them that what they
really want to play with.
Children need variety and adventure. They have a different view of their needs
from adults and do not necessarily approach the outdoor environment the way
adults expect them to. An interesting event occurred in Assiniboine Park when I
did my site survey in early spring 2009. At that time the weather was getting warm
and the snow was starting to melt. There were lots of puddles with a thin ice
surface beside a pathway. A father took his son walking alongside the Duck Pond
12

and whereas the father chose to walk on the concrete paving surface, the child
preferred to walk along the edge between pathway and lawn, because he enjoyed
breaking the thin ice on those puddles step-by-step, even through his boots were
covered with mud and snow. A similar event occurred on May 31st, 2010. It was
during the annual Teddy Bears' Picnic. It was raining in the morning, so this event
was late to start. Due to drainage and construction problems, the ground was
pitted by the heavy rain and the larger area of meadow in front of the Lyric
Bandshell Theater was full of water and mud. Parents tried to avoid those areas
and chose a dry pathway to approach the entertainment tents, but children who
wore rubber boots preferred to walk through the muddy meadow as much as they
could. (see Figure 2.1). "Rain and snow may seem uncomfortable to adults but
they are gifts from nature to children's play." (Hendricks, 2001, p. 111)
As Hendricks notes that "Objects like stones and events like rain, phenomena like
shadow and wind, all things which we tend to take for granted as adults, to the
child are curious and wonderful and they want to explore them." (Hendricks, 2001,
p. 68)
In the same way, Tai et al note that
"The richness of nature in childhood even seems to impact and shape values that form
life-long behavioural patterns. It may also determine the course of one's adult life goals
and ambitions. In some ways, educators have used nature as a major teaching tool.
Nature is a dominant theme in many of the stories, fables, myths, and legends of
childhood, which adds excitement to the discovery of nature and stimulates the
imagination. Nature is a major teaching tool in the first stage of cognitive development, as
evidenced by the majority of young children's books that rely heavily on
anthropomorphized animals as opposed to objects, to teach counting, naming, and
categorizing" (Tai, L., Haque, M.T., McLellan, G.K., and Knight, E.J., 2006, p. 10-12).

Figure 2.1 Play with snow and ice

Figure 2.2 Make a splash
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Figure 2.3 Break the thin ice surface

Figure 2.4 Build a dam

In designing for children's play, the first thing we need to consider is safety. Safety
does not mean a strict surveillance and being forced to following adult's rules. It
should include a sense of being free and welcomed, with possibilities to play away
from adults supervisors' constantly watchful eyes. A good play area design is a
place where children can wear off energy and get ample fresh air and sunny
exposure. At the same time, it can be beneficial for adults who can also have a
pleasant time watching their children.
Hendricks provides a characteristics criteria for successful public playgrounds.
These are:

 Enough space to allow a variety of subspaces, some big open spaces and many
smaller, enclosed spaces.
 Includes spaces that are sunny and some shady places.
 An aesthetic that allows an immediate sensory response touch, taste, smell,
sound.
 Is visually linked with childhood culture and signal free play in forms of colour and
symbols.
 Visual contrast with the surrounding allows the child to read the play environment
and understand its organization.
 Invites exploration – by touching and manipulation and or exploration all over and
throughout.
 Offers interesting movement possibilities like swinging, rocking, sliding, climbing
and rolling. As children of a variety of ages and skills use public playground it is
necessary that these play possibilities be provide in several sizes and levels of
challenge.
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 Child friendly semiotics – a visual language of welcome and quality, things that
are beautiful to aesthetics of the children.
 Curving lines, flowing, waving or serpentine forms in correct proportion are both
pleasant to the eye and invite play. Horizontals, verticals and straight lines
predominate in the adult built world and have a more serious intellectual appeal.
 Allows children the freedom to choose a variety of ways to play and places to play.
 Enough space for a rich variety of play possibilities and still room for nature and
good quality landscaping. Good play yards are first and foremost gardens for
children‟s play. There should be living things – plants of various size and heights,
bugs, worms and small animals like birds and moles. Living nature should be
inside of the fence in a public playground, as well as in the rest of the park.
 Places that are comfortable and pleasant for the adults. Ideally there should be
possibilities for adults and children to play together.
 Variations in elevation in the ground and a wide variety of different textures and
materials in ground surfacing.
 Surprise and mystery. Good hiding/secret places.
(Hendricks, 2001, p. 162)

Conclusion
Theme Parks or Amusement Parks are good places to relax and escape from
daily life, however it is not the same as children's play. "The high cost of
admission is offset by secure and high quality playful environment where it is fully
legal to play - even as adults" (Hendricks, 2001, p. 22).
Winnipeg with a population of only 653,300 (Statistics Canada, February 2008)
and a limited number of regular tourist visitors would not be able to support
Disney‟s style amusement parks.
Assiniboine Park is a public urban space. It is freely available to the public and
therefore all users should be considered. My intention is to develop a facility that
would be relatively inexpensive and relatively easy to construct and free to enter,
and where everybody can enjoy nature and play in the a natural setting.
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2.2 Theming
A sense of place is, perhaps, the ultimate synthesis, the bringing together of all
dimension of environment, perception and experience into a vast whole. (Mills, 1997,
p. 147)

"The early amusement parks of Coney Island offered geographic, architectual and
performative approaches that characterized them as quasi-theme parks. They
displayed elements that would eventually be deployed in contemporary theme
parks, but they lacked the coherence of vision that would lead to the
contemporary theme park's success as well as its controversy" (Lukas, 2008, p.
66). In other words, "the coherence of vision" is an overall theme for the whole
theme park. Even though early amusement parks like Luna Park and Dreamland
offered varied otherworldly attractions, there was still no overall theme to integrate
and make fragmentations conform with those large units as a total space.
Lukas mentioned "With the launching of theme parks in the 1960s, the idea of one
or more prominent themes carried throughout the entire amusement venue is
initiated. Amusement park many of which still exist in the contemporary world,
focus on exciting rides, amusing attractions and varied entertainment, but they do
not pay significant attention on an overarching theme" (Lukas, 2008, p. 37).
Theming is used to represent the process of creating and producing an
overarching theme. "Theming operates through multiple architectural, cognitive,
cultural, performative and aesthetic levels, and primary to theming is the concept
of a delivery device through which to project the theming of a particular locale"
(Lukas, 2008, p. 70).
This theory adopts the same position as the viewer. It is suggested that theming is
a form of symbolism. Many kinds of symbols combined together can contribute an
atmosphere. Theme parks use architecture, geography and modes of
performance to appeal to all of the senses for the purpose of amusement. They
allow people to experience things which are not possible in the real world. From
an abstract point of view, symbols are used to convey ideas to which they can be
rationally related.
Summarizing from Appleton in The Experience of Landscape, symbolism has the
following characteristics:
1. The symbolic analogy must never be pressed too far. There is always a credibility gap
between what the symbol actually is and what it is supposed to represent. This gap
can be bridged only if we accept the validity of the symbolic link even when reason
tells us that it is invalid.
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2. Objects are used to suggest ideas, but there need not be, as it were, a one-to-one
ratio. That is to say, one object may represent more than one idea and conversely
one idea may require a number of associated objects through which to be
represented.
3. Symbolism can be manifested at different levels.
(Appleton, 1975, pp. 81-3)

The above statement provides useful on guidance for the design process. Using
Rabbit's Hole as an example, it will be a tunnel underground, which is much
bigger and wider than a regular rabbit's hole, but it is a representation of the
theme topic of living under ground in darkness like rabbits. It gives people a
feeling of shelter and safety, even though the scale and materials are different.

How can we experience a landscape or a theme?
Lukas and Appleton address themes from the point of environmental, aesthetic
and psychological perspectives. But in the book of Total Landscape, Theme
Parks, Public Space Mitrasinovic quotes a definition from Amos Rapoport.
Rapoport stated that "Environment, stands for a culture-specific, orderly set of
relationships 'between things and things, things and people, and people and
people'" (Mitrasinovic, 2006, p. 119).
As a part of environment, we observe and experience the landscape. At the same
time, we are observed and experienced by others. When we are exposed to an
environment, we experience the surrounding world through the five senses -vision, hearing, smell, touch and taste. The basic human sensory system respond
to external stimuli.
"At the Paris Exhibition of 1889, Charles Garnier designed the History of Human
Habitation exhibition that consisted of full-scale reproductions of traditional structure and
adjacent national restaurants where visitors could have tasted and consumed ethnic food.
Thus the thematic environments of Great Exhibition were composed not only of visual
stimuli but also of other sensory stimuli, such as the smell and taste of food. This type of
procedure developed into an 'exhibition technique' employed excessively by the end of
the Nineteenth Century in museums and ethno-villages." (Mitrasinovic, 2006. p. 114)

So, considering the affections of an environment to people towards an
environment,
"A child's garden should appeal to all five sense, and whenever possible, bring wildlife
into a child's world. Such garden are not only educational and fun, but instill in children a
love of nature that will grow into stewardship and environmental sensitivity. Gardens that
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appeal to all the senses also provide many opportunities for discovery, an essential
element for childhood" (Tai, L., Haque, M.T., McLellan, G.K., and Knight, E.J., 2006, p.
24).

Conclusion
Theming is process that designers create an atmosphere and also a coherence of
vision as a overall storyline. Using both physical and mental sensory stimulations
to affect people's experience of the environments which they involved in .
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Chapter 3—A Comparison of Theme Park Layouts
3.1 Three Layout Types
Mitrasinovic did research on theme parks and their economic structure and he
advanced a series of theories about theme park design in his book, Total
Landscape, Theme Park, Public Space (2006). Although much of the book
addresses the economic and commercial aspects of recreation, there is one
chapter on Theming that examines issues that relate to questions of the internal
patterns and organization of theme parks.
"The internal pattern of the theme park determines the spatial envelope of each theatron
and each environmental module. These environs and environmental targets determine
the lines and directions of movement" (Mitrasinovic, 2006, p. 156).

The case studies, design analysis and strategies for this practicum were based on
this idea of divided movement. Mitrasinovic examined the internal pattern of the
theme park environment as being designed according to the characteristics of the
site chosen, the type and scale of the anticipated flow of visitors, the conceptual
and thematic framework chosen, and the budget. Internal pattern physically
shapes the motion of visitors through the park and it provides a spatial rationale
for a set of "environmental modules" (rides, attractions, shows) and "theatra"
(conceptual clusters), to be framed and "arranged into a homogeneous chain of
experiential sequences" (Mitrasinovic, 2006, p. 128). According to Mitrasinovic, all
theme parks are organized through three basic internal patterns and their
combination: the magic wand pattern, the grid pattern, and the loop pattern (See
Figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1. Forms of Internal Circulation Patterns of Theme Parks.
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The Magic Wand Pattern
"The magic wand pattern is composed of two basic elements that come in a
variety of combinations: the stick-like handle that works as a funnel, and the star
at the top of it that works as a 'hub', a focal point and a distribution center, both
junction and destination" (Mitrasinovic, 2006. p. 128).
Findings (see Figure 3.4):


Disneyland and Canada's Wonderland both have an entry funnel and a
central gathering place.
In Disneyland, Main Street. USA conveys an atmosphere of a small town. In
Canada's Wonderland, International Street has a strip fountain in the middle
and several gift shops on both sides. In both parks, activities are arranged in a
similar pattern. Performers entertain the public to activate and stimulate
people's emotions and enthusiasm. Many kinds of background noise augment
visitors' visual reactions. And smells of baking, fresh cookies and popcorn
come from the stores along the street. Together these all give people an
uplifting sensory experience and bring them from real life to an "elsewhere".
There are symbolic and tall landmarks which visitors can perceive instantly
from far away, such as Sleeping Beauty's Castle in Disneyland and Thunder
Run Mountain in Canada's Wonderland. These tall feature structures also
give visitors an opportunity to see the whole park from above. During times of
darkness, skillfully placed lightshows convert these buildings into a dreamland
(see Figure 3.2).
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Figure 3.2. Thunder Run Mountain at Canada's Wonderland in the evening. Photo by author in 2008.
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Most of the amusements are located outdoors, especially at Canada's
Wonderland, which is usually closed for the winter season every year. Indoor
activities are mostly commercial retail venues such as gift shops and food
outlets.





Vegetation is often used as a boundary between amusement rides and also
between each theme area. Tree and shrub planting is used to block views, but
the sound from the rides draws their attention and reinforces visitors' curiosity.
Disneyland and Canada's Wonderland have similar approaches to the design
of water features. They provide water lagoons for amusement. But the
lagoons are restricted by the limited extent of theme areas. For example,
Splash Works in Canada's Wonderland concentrates almost all of the water
amusements in the whole park. It is an aquatic section of the park in which
people of all ages enjoy water - based recreation.

The Grid Pattern
The grid, can be either a pre-established form, or a neutral base that is shaped by
the architecture imposed on and around it (Smets, Marcel, 2002, p.92). In this
kind of internal pattern, "any given theme or use can occur anywhere in the
pattern without damaging the homogeneity of the whole because all structures are
equally accessible and can accommodate a variety of changes" (Mitrasinovic,
2006. p. 139).
Disney's Hollywood Studios theme park offers behind-the-scenes glimpses of
Hollywood-style action with live shows, thrilling attractions, backstage tours and
special events. Toei Kyoto Studio Park is a movie - based theme park where
many Japanese movies have been produced. It is located in the city and the area
is only 8.9 acres, much smaller than the other examples. Disney's Hollywood
Studios and Toei Kyoto Studio Park are both designed for film production. And
they were both laid out in grid form based on a pre-existing urban grid.
Findings (see Figure 3.5):





As Mitrasinovic argued, "the grid pattern circulation system is straightforward
and can have nodes at different intersections" (Mitrasinovic, 2006. p. 139).
It is clear from building analysis images that both theme parks have large
amounts of roof area, which is not visible within the parks.
Vegetation covers a relatively small area in each park but provides effective
shading at ground level.
Water features have relatively little to do with the theme park landscape and
are generally separate from the major amusement area within each park.
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The Loop Pattern
According to Mitrasinovic's analysis, the loop pattern has the following
characteristics:









Most theme parks based on the loop pattern have water at their geometric center,
either a lagoon (such as in Epcot), a lake (such as in Happy Valley Beijing), or a
canal.
They were a one-directional procession – because there is no meandering of the
pattern of movement.
The footprint has to be significantly larger than those of the other two internal
patterns
The one-directional gate is both the point of entry and also where one leaves the
park.
Visitors have a desirable sense of orientation and grounding. Once the direction is
chosen there is no alternative to one-directional movement, and the ability of visitors
to anticipate, and sometimes see, nearly all attractions along the loop, translates into
the emotion of pleasure being directly stimulated. In each theme area, visitors can
locate themselves in space and time and feel in charge of their own experiences.
Hidden environments or surprises along the loop which can induce interest and
excitement, which combined with the other emotional clues, can generates desirable
emotional states in visitors and significantly reduces the load of the environment.
(Mitrasinovic, 2006, pp. 139-41)

Findings (see Figure 3.6):






This circulation system is generally continuous and long, following the
shoreline of a central water body.
Buildings and covered structures service the indoor activities, although most
of the amusements (such as roller coasters and adventure rides) are located
in the outdoor area.
Vegetation is used as a boundary between amusement areas to conceal the
structures and to divide one activity area from another.
Water is the central feature of these two theme parks. And it is the core of the
circulation system.

3.2 Analysis of six Theme Parks
The table and diagrams on the following pages (see Figure 3.3 - Figure 3.6)
provide a comparative study of the layouts of six theme parks:
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Disneyland, Anaheim, California, USA
Canada's Wonderland, Vaughan, Ontario, Canada






Disney's Hollywood Studios, Orlando, Florida, USA
Toei Kyoto Studio Park, Kyoto, Japan
Epcot (Experimental Prototype Community of Tomorrow), Orlando, Florida,
USA
Happy Valley Beijing, Beijing, China

3.3 Conclusion
"The internal pattern of theme parks is determined by the type and volume of
pedestrian circulation, disposition of service routes and spaces, available
transportation means and whether a theme park is of a destination type (caters to
the tour market) or a part of an urban traffic network (carters to the one-day
market)" (Mitrasinovic, 2006, p. 142).
Summarizing from Mitrasinovic's theory, the means of transportation is the most
direct method of controlling the experience of visitors. And key elements of
internal patterns of movement are service roads and corridors.
The proposed site has an obvious "loop pattern" layout. Pavilion Drive cuts the
overall area into half (see Figure 4.7). But unlike the characteristic of "loop
pattern", the proposed site has no central water body for the whole area. The
expanded Duck Pond is located in the upper side of Zone 1. The Nature +
Adventure Playground occupies the center of Zone 2 with a naturalized forest
surrounding. Tall and dense forest enfolds and encloses an active playground
area. The Miniature Steam Train railway encircle a naturalized forest area in the
middle of Zone 3, which is density vegetation.
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Figure 3.4 Disneyland and Canada's Wonderland.
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Figure 3.5 Disney's Hollywood Studios and Toei Kyoto Studio Park
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Figure 3.6 Epcot (Experimental Prototype Community of Tomorrow) and Happy Valley Beijing
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Chapter 4—Site Appraisal
4.1 Introduction
The selected site for the Winnie-the-Pooh themed area in Assiniboine Park is
roughly 100 acres in size in order to match the "Hundred Acre Wood" in which the
original A.A Milne stories were set. The site is shown in Figure 4.1. It is located
close to the Pavilion Gallery and Cricket Pitches. On the west side, there is
Assiniboine Park Zoo with a large parking lot.
The expanded Duck Pond, Nature + Adventure Playground and Qualico Family
Center have recently been completed in Assiniboine Park (shown by red line in
Figure 4.1). Construction work started in summer 2010 and the area was opened
to public in spring 2011. Outside the red line area, the rest of the selected site is
covered by naturalized woodland and undeveloped open space on the north side.
Characteristics of the site are described in Section 4.2 Survey (Figures 4.2 to 4.6),
and analysis of the area is given in Section 4.3 Analysis.
An applicable method for observing people and environment is provided by
Mitrasinovic, as quoted by Hench 2003: 21.
"Disney attempted to design a totally artificial 'environment' whose logic was to be
found in a systematic attempt at understanding the desires and interests of 'users'
(the middle class American), and in a subsequent effort to capitalize on that
understanding. Disney's emphatic abilities were legendary, and the combination of
understanding people, together with his professional knowledge in film and animation,
led to a strong ability to anticipate and control behavioral outcomes in his audiences.
He was always keenly observing people, the choices they made in public spaces, the
paths they followed, and the range of emotions they communicated to an observer.
Walt Disney let member of Walt Disney Imagineering in visiting cities, zoos, parks
and in measuring walkway, observing in visiting pedestrian flows, and studying
patrons's reactions. He insisted they always assume guests's position and point of
view and observe visitors's behavior in relation to specific tasks in order to gain a
better understanding of the space and time guests need in a story environment. His
method of designing theme parks has best been summarized by 'Mickey's 10
Commandments' (see Appendix A.), authored by Mary Sklar, President of
Imagineering Division" (Mitrasinovic, 2006, p. 117):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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Know your audience;
Wear your guests' shoes, meaning don't forget the human factor;
Organize the flow of people and ideas;
Create a 'visual magnet';
Communicate with visual literacy;
Avoid overload, create turnons;

7.
8.
9.
10.

Tell one story at a time;
Avoid contradiction, maintain identity;
For every ounce of treatment provide a tone full of treat;
Keep it up - Never distract guests' attention unintentionally!

(Dunlop 1996: 43-44)

I visited the proposed site many times during 2009-2011. Usually, between
Mondays and Fridays, when Assiniboine Park is relatively quiet and empty. At
these times it services mainly nearby residents, especially senior people, and
young mothers with children. People did exercises like walking, running, and
cycling. Also people walked their dogs in the park or along the river trail.
I chose a regular workday to do my first site survey in June 2009. It was a warm
and sunny day, and was a good time to enjoy the outdoor environment and fresh
air. I took a long relaxing walk in order to gain a clear impression of the site.
Looking up at the blue sky, I could see the airplanes flying overhead and listen to
the birds singing in the trees, smell the wild flowers and grass, step on the gravel
nature trails and touch the leaves and branches.
I discovered that even the noise from the rusty iron chains of an old swing is the
most beautiful sound in the world. These are the lasting impressions of
Assiniboine Park on a weekday in early summertime.
By contrast in winter time there were many inconveniences. No washrooms were
open to the public and an unheated shelter could not block the cold wind. And
snow-clearing trucks only cleaned the main roads and public parking areas.
Meanwhile the nature trails in the surrounding forest were covered in snow that
came almost over my knees, making it really hard to move through it in regular
boots. Since the Assiniboine Park Innovation Project finished, the expanded Duck
Pond shelter and Qualico Family Center opened in 2011, and some of these
inconveniences were resolved.
Weekends in the summer and fall seasons are the busy times in Assiniboine Park,
when parents would like to take their children to Assiniboine Park. The Park
Conservatory announces a schedule of events on the website to encourage
people to visit and participate in park activities. I participated in several events and
took a large number of photographs between spring and winter. These included
the Annual Spring Orchid Show (for orchid lovers, held indoors), Teddy Bear's
Picnic (for children), Paw in Motion (for pet dogs), Manitoba Marathon (for
runners), Canada Day Celebration (for all Canadians) and Winter in Motion (for
people who participate in winter activities). These events were organized by
different organizations. They were all free to join apart from the Annual Spring
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Orchid Show. Sometimes events provided free food and drinks. People enjoyed a
convivial atmosphere and there was a strong sense of inclusion.
As an ordinary visitor, I enjoyed the surrounding environment and the fun side of
every event. On the other hand, as a student of landscape architecture, I
observed people and experienced this site in my own way.

4.2 Survey
The extent of my survey of the site for "Hundred Acre Wood" is shown by the
yellow line in Figure 4.1.
Landform: (see Figure 4.2) There is over two metres of changes in elevation
across the site, but because the area is relatively wide, visually it seems mostly
flat, apart from the slope between the Duck Pond and the Nature + Adventure
Playground. This elevation change was used as the rolling hill and open green
space dotted with smaller rolling hills at the back adjacent to of the Playground
area. It is a good space for playing in the snow.
Land cover: (see Figure 4.3) Most of the site is covered by vegetation. I divided
the vegetation into three categories: open lawn, boundary woodland and dense
forest. In addition to vegetation cover, there are also hard surfaces and water
areas in this site.
Circulation: (see Figure 4.4) As Mickey's 10 Commandments (See Appendix A)
mentioned, I wore "other people's shoes" - walker, runner, cyclist and driver using
different routes and speeds to pass through the proposed site. Using these
different ways of movement, people can gain different impressions of the same
area. I used four types of movement to experience the same area - walkers and
runners use their own direct physical movement, cyclists use a combination of
direct effort and a machine, and drivers depend entirely on a motorized machine.
(see Figures 4.5- 4.13).
Their respective speeds within the park are:





Walker: 4-5 km/h
Runner: 8-12 km/h
Cyclist: 15 km/h
Driver: 30-50 km/h

Generally, because of one way traffic on park roads, vehicles can only move in a
single direction and main roadways have been adopted as the boundary of most
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of the "Hundred Acre Wood". This should contribute to greater safety for children
visiting the site.
Water bodies: (See Figure 4.14) The large water body, the Duck Pond is a
well-known visitor attraction in the Park. A small pool and railway bridge within the
south part of the site is less well-known. These water bodies are suitable habitats
for wild ducks and Canada Geese as well as being possible sites for features in
the wood such as water amusement play areas.
Buildings: (See Figure 4.15) Buildings are concentrated around the Duck Pond
and Nature + Adventure Playground areas. From satellite photographs, it can be
seen that in the south part of the site there are barely any structures. Most of
south area is covered by naturalized woodland (Oak-Aspen mixed forest).

4.3 Analysis
Character Zones
Figure 4.16 shows the sub-division of the site into three character zones
Zone 1
This zone is composed of the Duck Pond and associated buildings, set in a
generally open landscape of grass and trees. The Duck Pond has recently been
redeveloped and expanded to more than double its original size with an emphasis
on greatly enhanced interactivity, education and play. People can come close to
the water area, crossing it on stepping stones to small a island. The Duck Pond
Shelter has been repaired and is open to the public. In the winter months, this
area remains active and is available for skating on the frozen water surface and
skiing is possible on gentle slopes nearby. To the east of the Duck Pond there is a
large open lawn with scattered trees and benches. It has a good open views and
slight elevation changes. People can sun themselves on this lawn in summer and
children can play and roll down the slopes, while others lounge and watch.
Zone 2
This area is enclosed and surrounded by dense brush and forest. A few informal
trails run through between the vegetation. The Nature + Adventure Playground
opened in Spring 2011, but for safety reasons, some of the playground area is not
accessible in the winter season. The Qualico Family Centre (see Figure 4.6) is a
gathering place for park visitors and is capable of hosting a variety of events, from
Park programs for children, to corporate retreats, weddings, receptions, and other
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celebrations. It is located at the edge of the Duck Pond, and also surrounded by
dense forest.
Zone 3
This area is covered by vegetation (mainly Oak-Aspen mix forest, European
buckthorn and Manitoba maple can be found under the forest canopy) and
currently hosts very few human activities. The miniature steam train is located
outside the Zoo on the south side of the main Zoo car park. The steam train runs
seasonally, in summer only. Inside the railway loop, there is a large area of
oak-aspen mixed forest, which is not easily accessible for pedestrians and
vehicles. It has only been subjected to minimal disturbance with a few trails made
by wildlife.
Primary roads: divide up the major spaces.
Secondary roads: organize traffic and connect various spaces, such as pathway
and nature trails.
The roads provide structure and direction to the area and create the system of
movement. They start the organization of the landscape and lead visitors through
this part of the park. Consequently, the current circulation layout is a Loop pattern
mixed with a Grid pattern overall. The primary roads encircling these three
character zones and the secondary road systems weave an irregular net. The
primary road is hard to plan and construct, because the Assiniboine Park
circulation road system is firmly established. Therefore, to increase the variety of
experience and capacity of traffic, secondary road system will be the main target
to develop. The more pathways and trials are provided, the more options
pedestrians can have when they walk through the site.
Zone 1 is an open area and suitable for gatherings. And it is a good place for
people to sun themselves, although winter winds can be very cold in this area
Zone 2 is a closed environment and has partial privacy.
Zone 3 is an undeveloped area and covered by naturalized woodland, which has
much potential for exploration, particularly by children.
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Assiniboine Park Renovation Project area designed by Scatliff+Miller+Murray Inc., Hilderman Thomas Frank
Cram and Number Ten Architectural Group. Construction was completed by late 2010 with the official
opening in spring of 2011.
Figure 4.1 Site Location
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Figure 4.2 Existing Landform
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Figure 4.3 Existing Land Cover
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Figure 4.4 Existing Circulation
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Figure 4.5 Observation from intersection point 1 to 2
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Figure 4.6 Observation from intersection point 2 to 3
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Figure 4.7 Observation from intersection point 3 to 4
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Figure 4.8 Observation from intersection point 4 to 5
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Figure 4.9 Observation from intersection point 5 to 6
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Figure 4.10 Observation from intersection point 2 to 6
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Figure 4.11 Observation from intersection point 6 to 2
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Figure 4.12 Observation from intersection point 3 to 6
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Figure 4.13 Observation from intersection point 4 to 6
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Figure 4.14 Existing Water Bodies
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Figure 4.15 Existing Buildings
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Figure 4.16 Character Zones
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Chapter 5—Design Strategies
5.1 Introduction to the World of Winnie-the-Pooh.
Winnie-the-Pooh and his friends all live in the "Hundred Acre Wood". In Milne's
books, the term "Hundred Acre Wood" is actually used for a specific part of the
larger Forest, centered on Owl's House. The first page of Winnie-the-Pooh shows
the map of Hundred Acre Wood. (Figure 5.1). This map gives the locations of
most the places which are mentioned in the stories.

Figure 5.1 Map of Hundred Acre Wood. (Drawn by Author according to the original illustration in Winnie-the-Pooh, p.1). For
reviewing the original drawing of E.H. Shepard, see http://pooh.wikia.com/wiki/Hundred_Acre_Wood (Accessed on January 30th,
2012)

Characters
Winnie-the-Pooh (or Pooh for short) is a nice, lovable bear. He has limited
intelligence and does a lot of silly things. His love for honey ("Hunny") is endless.
The first thing he says when he gets up in the morning is “what‟s for breakfast?”.
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Pooh invented the game "Poohsticks". Things he likes to do are to exercise in the
morning including going on adventures with Christopher Robin, Rabbit or Piglet,
visiting friends who he thinks have "Hunny" and looking for "Hunny".
Poohsticks: In the Chapter Six of the House at Pooh Corner, Pooh invented
this game. The point of this game is for each person to select a stick and drops it
over the upstream side of a bridge. Once the sticks have been dropped, everyone
crosses to the other side of the bridge and looks down into the water. The first
stick to come into view is the winner (Milne,1992, p 92-107).
Christopher Robin is a year older than Winnie-the-Pooh. He is the boy for whom
Winnie-the-Pooh was originally written. He is also part of the stories and poems
written by his father, A. A. Milne. He is the master of the Hundred Acre Wood.
Christopher Robin‟s address in the forest is – Top of the Forest (High Ground),
Hundred Acre Wood East. He is everyone‟s best friend and mostly indulges in
activities to help his friends to get out of tricky situations. Most of the time it is
Winnie-the-Pooh that he helps. He will help Pooh collect honey, he will rescue
Roo and Tigger when they are stuck in high trees in the forest and help Eeyore (A
grey donkey with a pink bow on his tail) find his tail. His favorite food is probably
Birthday cake and one of his favorite things to do is hosting parties. But what he
likes doing best is „Nothing‟; Christopher Robin explained to Pooh in
Winnie-the-Pooh, what doing "Nothing" means. "It means just going along,
listening to all the things you can't hear, and not bothering" (Milne, 1992, p. 173).
Piglet is Pooh's best friend. He is a very brave animal in contrast to the image
created by his diminutive size and having the frame of a timid pink pig. Piglet
stands barely 10 inches tall and is always seen wearing a long pink striped shirt.
His original address in the Hundred Acre Wood was the Beech Tree, south of
Pooh's house, Hundred Acre Wood Southwest. But from the time Owl moved into
his house, Piglet has started living with his best friend Winnie-the-Pooh. Piglet is a
kind, small animal and can get scared whenever he is stuck in a tall tree, or about
to fall off a log, or get into similar troubles. But, with Pooh by his side, he can
overcome his fears. In Chapter Seven of Winnie-the-Pooh: "It is hard to be brave,"
said Piglet, sniffing slightly, "when you're only a Very Small Animal" (Milne, 1992,
p. 94). But inside Piglet's small frame is a big heart.
Eeyore is an old grey donkey who lives alone in a corner of Hundred Acre Wood.
He expects nothing from anybody, so whenever his friends do come to him, his
expectations of the worst are overthrown, and he is sincerely grateful. His
appearance is highlighted by a small light pink bow on his tail. He is an extremely
gloomy donkey and has a very bad habit of losing his tail. Mostly he tends to
depend on his friends to find his lost tail for him and finally Christopher Robin fixes
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his tail using a drawing pin. What he simply adores is that his friends remember
him on his birthday and celebrate it with him.
Rabbit is one of the two real animals that are recognized by their actual animal
names in the story books. Since he is a real animal it is considered that he is
intelligent. The same goes for Owl. Rabbit is pushy and takes his own decisions,
and is able to spell better than all the other animals. What he likes doing most is
organizing a plan and is often the self-appointed leader of the group, even if
nothing gets done. He makes it a point to avoid Pooh during lunch time. If Pooh
comes along to visit, he is likely pretend that he has gone out (Milne, 1992, p. 24).
He doesn‟t like being bounced either, which can be found in Chapter Seven of the
House at Pooh Corner "Tigger is unbounced" (Milne, 1992, p. 109-27). He has a
fresh vegetable garden in front of his house and his favorite food is carrots and
other vegetables. Although Rabbit often quickly overreacts, his friends know that
underneath his sometimes bristly exterior is a good heart, and his know-it-all
attitude is tempered by his ability to admit when he is wrong.
Tigger is a very bouncy animal and resembles a tiger. He first shows up in
Chapter Two of the House at Pooh Corner, "Tigger has breakfast" (Milne, 1992, p.
21- 37). Pooh found out that Tigger likes everything except honey, haycorns and
thistles. Living with Kanga, he makes good friends with Kanga's little baby, Roo.
They both like exciting games and always forget to do things that Kanga asks
them to do. Bounce is what Tigger mostly does, but not everyone in Hundred Acre
Wood likes it. So Rabbit tried to teach him a lesson in Chapter Seven of the
House at Pooh Corner, "Tigger is unbounced". Another thing Tigger is good at is
climbing up, but he is not good at climbing back down (Milne, 1992, p. 56-73).
Owl is the wisest amongst all the animals living in the Hundred Acre Wood. He
lives in a tree known as The Chestnuts, located in the middle of the Wood which is
described as an "old world residence of great charm" which is grand enough to
have both a door-knocker and a bell-pull. Like Rabbit he was not an original toy
belonging to Christopher Robin Milne. Along with Rabbit he is considered to be an
animal with intelligence. This intelligence is often called upon to aid "a certain
bear of very little brain". Owl is always forthcoming in offering his advice, opinions
and anecdotes irrespective of whether others want them. He also loves telling
stories about his relatives. After a storm blows away his house, he makes Piglet‟s
residence his new residence. Owl is capable of writing and some illustrations
show him holding a pen in his talons. Owl can spell his name ("Wol") and the word
"Tuesday" (so that you know it isn't Wednesday). He can also read, although only
if no-one is looking over his shoulder.
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Kanga and Roo: Kanga is the sole female character in Winnie-the-Pooh. And she
is the mother of a young joey (baby kangaroo) named Roo. Kanga carries her
family in her pocket and is the fastest among all animals in the forest. This family
arrives in the forest in Chapter Seven of the Winnie-the-Pooh, "Kanga and baby
Roo come to the forest, and Piglet has a bath" (Milne, 1992, p. 90-109). Kanga
takes the most care of Roo and often warns Roo of possible dangers involved in
the activities that he undertakes. She is a symbol of security and full of mother's
intuition. She often says "Now Roo, you mustn't do that, dear," to which Roo
mostly replies "But moma!". Kanga and Roo live in the Northern section of the
Hundred Acre Wood. Roo is the youngest member of the Hundred Acre Wood
community. He is extremely curious and fun-loving, and he takes great joy in
discovering the wonders of life. He really likes the game „Poohsticks‟ and likes
playing with Tigger too.
Beside these characters, there are also others such as Gopher, Kessie, Lumpy,
and Beaver, which show up in Disney‟s cartoon movies, but were not in Milne's
books.
Ashdown Forest
In fact, Hundred Acre Wood has been built and presented before, not only in
Disney‟s theme parks, but also in a natural landscape area. Ashdown Forest in
East Sussex, England, is the original home of Hundred Acre Wood.
E.H. Shepard first sketched this forest in the 1920s. In the area of Ashdown
Forest, Winnie-the-Pooh fans would find many of the enchanted spots where
Pooh and Christopher Robin found adventure. At Cotchford Farm in Hartfield,
Milne's son and his stuffed animals became models for the characters in the
Winnie-the-Pooh stories. Nowadays, many places remain much as they were
then, although some have changed. Places in the books are a blend of imaginary
and real forest. Several of the sites described in the books can be recognized in
the Forest although their names have been changed. For example, the Five
Hundred Acre Wood became the '100 Aker Wood' and Gills Lap became
'Galleons Leap'. The North Pole and the Gloomy Place are in Wrens Warren
Valley while the name Enchanted Place is applied to a memorial to Milne and
Shepard. The outstanding natural beauty of the forest underpinned what was
described in the Winnie-the-Pooh stories.
The original bridge was built in 1907 and restored in 1979. Considering the safety
and the increased traffic pressure, at the end of 1999 Pooh's favorite bridge was
forced to be closed after the wear and tear caused by thousands of visitors. From
October to December that year the bridge was rebuilt at a cost of ￡46,000
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(US$ 76,000) with the help of a ￡ 15,000 donation from the Walt Disney
Corporation.
Compared with Ashdown Forest, Assiniboine Park in Winnipeg is less natural and
more urban. In fact, Ashdown Forest is one of the largest areas of open
countryside in the South East of England and is a heavily used place for
recreation, and for enjoyment of the countryside.
Assiniboine Park was established in 1904 and is located north of the Assiniboine
Forest on the western side of Winnipeg. Today, it covers 1,100 acres (450
hectares) of which 400 acres (160 hectares) are designed in an "English
landscape style" (Assiniboine Park Website, http://www.assiniboinepark.ca.
accessed on Jan. 30th, 2012). Assiniboine Park is one of Winnipeg's finest
attractions, visited by millions of people every year. As the Assiniboine Park
Conservancy describe it on the website, it is open 24 hours a day and 365 days a
year. "Home to the Assiniboine Park Zoo and Assiniboine Park Conservatory, this
major green space has served as a gathering place for locals and tourists seeking
recreation, relaxation and education." (http://www.assiniboinepark.ca.)
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Story list of two books
The following list is a combination of contents from A.A Milne's two story books,
Winnie-the-Pooh and The House At Pooh Corner.

1

In Which We Are Introduced to Winnie-the-Pooh and Some Bees, and the Stories Begin

2

In Which Pooh Goes Visiting and Gets Into a Tight Place

3

In Which Pooh and Piglet Go Hunting and Nearly Catch a Woozle

4

In Which Eeyore Loses a Tail and Pooh Finds One

5

In Which Piglet Meets a Heffalump

6

In Which Eeyore Has a Birthday and Gets Two Presents

7

In Which Kanga and Baby Roo Come to the Forest, and Piglet has a Bath

8

In Which Christopher Robin Leads an Expotition to the North Pole

9

In Which Piglet Is Entirely Surrounded by Water

10

In Which Christopher Robin Gives Pooh a Party, and We Say Good-bye

11

In Which A House Is Built at Pooh Corner for Eeyore

12

In Which Tigger Comes to the Forest and Has Breakfast

13

In Which A Search Is Organdized, and Piglet Nearly Meets the Heffalump Again

14

In Which It Is Shown That Tiggers Don't Climb Trees

15

In Which Rabbit Has a Busy Day, and We Learn What Christopher Robin Dose

16

In Which Pooh Invents a New Game and Eeyore Joins in

17

In Which Tigger Is Unbounced

18

In Which Piglet Does a Very Grand Thing

19

In Which Eeyore Finds the Wolery and Owl Moves Into It

20

In Which Christopher Robin and Pooh Come to an Enchanted Place, and We Leave Them

in the Mornings
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Figure 5.2 Locations of stories on the map of Hundred Acre Wood.

5.2 Relating the Winnie-the-Pooh stories to the proposed site.
Introduction
Analysis of the Winnie-the-Pooh stories has led to the identification of 17 places
that will be represented in the theme park. The locations which are mentioned in
the books and shown in the map of Hundred Acre Wood are:
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Pooh Bear's House
The Bee Tree
The Six Pine Trees
A Nice Place for Picnics
A Floody Place
The Way to the North Pole
An area with Big Stones and Rocks
Rabbit's House
An area for Rabbit's Friends-and-Relations
Christopher Robin's House









Kanga's House
The Sandy Pit Where Roo Plays
The Pooh Trap for Heffalumps
Where the Woozle Wasn't
Piglet's House
Owl's House
Eeyore's Gloomy Place

Most of these place names are references to events described in the books.
Additional places mentioned in the books but not shown in the map include:







The House at Pooh Corner
The Poohsticks Bridge
The Stepping Stones
A Gravel Pit
Pooh's Thoughtful Spot
Galleons Lap

As mentioned above, the 17 locations are analyzed in more detail on the basis of
the following:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Locational requirement
Facilities to be provided
Vegetation types
Proposed location and facilities
Experiential qualities
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Pooh Bear's House
a) Locational requirement
Pooh has a handsome honey cupboard at home and a fire pit outside.
b) Facilities to be provided
A Big Tree named "Sanders" (Pooh's family name). Many tree stumps
and trunks circling a fire pit.
c) Vegetation types
Surrounding forest
d) Proposed location and facilities
Pooh Bear's House will be located between the Zoo Entrance (where the
Winnie the Pooh sculpture is located) and the Pavilion Gallery (where the
famous oil painting is displayed), because these are two of the most
important attractions in Assiniboine Park.
e) Experienctial qualities
It will be a story corner - an outside place to depict the story of
Winnie-the-Pooh, with the big tree named "Sanders" and with a fire place
and seating area.

The Bee Tree
a) Locational requirement
In the book Winnie-the-Pooh, A. A. Milne described the Bee Tree as
"One day when he (Christopher Robin) was out walking, he came to an
open place in the middle of the forest, and in the middle of this place was
a large oak-tree, and, from the top of the tree, there came a loud buzzing
noise" (Milne, 1992, p. 5).
Pooh hears a bee fly by, and pulls his head out of the jar, then decides to
try to get honey from the bee's hive in the nearby Bee Tree. He climbs the
Bee Tree and reaches as high as the bee hive but the branch he is
standing on snaps and he falls into a gorse bush (Milne, 1992, p. 6- 9).
b) Facilities to be provided
A tall oak tree sitting in an open area with a honeycomb (bee hive) on the
top that is easy to identify from the ground.
c) Vegetation types
An Oak Tree and gorse bushes around it.
d) Proposed location and facilities
The surrounding paving can use Honeycomb-shaped concrete bricks to
emphasize the honey tree location.
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e) Experienctial qualities
At the bottom of Bee Tree, there will be a gorse bush or other types of
shrub to make it more specific and similar to the description in the story
books.

Figure 5.3 The Bee Tree

The Six Pine Trees
a) Locational requirement
In the books, Six Pine Trees are between Pooh's House and Christopher
Robin's House. Christopher Robin can sketch Six Pine Trees when he is
at home.
b) Facilities to be provided
Open space with scattered Pine trees
c) Vegetation types
Six Pine Trees
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d) Proposed location and facilities
There are existing Pine trees in front of Duck Pond Shelter. Totally, there
are nine with six in the west side and three in the south.
e) Experiential qualities
In winter, six of these Pine trees can be decorated as Christmas Trees
and have hanging scrolls and lights to make this location sparkly and
dazzling. Children will be able to seek out "Six Pine Trees" from far away.
When they stand in the Duck Pond Shelter and look out, the "Six Pine
Trees" will be visible.

Figure 5.4 Existing Six Pine Trees. Feb 03, 2011.

A Nice Place for Picnics
a) Locational requirement
This place is almost off the map of Hundred Acre Wood. It is to the north
of "The Sandy Pit Where Roo Plays."
b) Facilities to be provided
Large open lawn
c) Vegetation types
Lawn
d) Proposed location and facilities
This location is near the parking lot of Zone 2 (See Figure 4.7 Character
Zones) and surrounded by natural forest. It is easy for families to move
their picnic stuff from their vehicle to the site.
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e) Experiential qualities
It offers a wilderness area with enough shade for sitting outdoors with
different color squares representing different rugs on the ground.

A Floody Place
a) Locational requirement
In the story book, A Floody Place is to the south of Piglet's house and
almost off the map.
b) Facilities to be provided
Wetland and closeness to water.
c) Vegetation types
Wetland vegetation (floating water plants and submerged water plants)
d) Proposed location and facilities
To the east of the Duck Pond, there is a wooden bridge. Children can
come close to the water and play in the shallow area.
e) Experiential qualities
It can be developed as a children's ride to enjoy water fun. A "Honey Pot"
pedal boat can give children a short tide crossing the Duck Pond water
area and arriving at "An Area with Big Stones and Rocks." This activity
should be done under adults supervision.

The Way to the North Pole
a) Locational requirement
In the books, this is a landmark. The end of "Expotitions" is located
directly to the Northeast of Hundred Acre Wood.
b) Facilities to be provided
A tall pole with a flag which is printed in a bright color:
NORTH POLE
DISCOVERED BY POOH
POOH FOUND IT.
c) Vegetation types
Open lawn with clear regularly maintained grass.
d) Proposed location and facilities
A wooden pole with a flag represents the northern limit of Hundred Acre
Wood. It is located exactly on the north end of the proposed site. And it
can be seen from all directions without visual obstructions.
e) Experiential qualities
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In the spring and summer time, schools would be able to organize an
"Adventure Trip" in Hundred Acre Wood for teaching purposes. This
North Pole could be the end or beginning of this trip, When people see
the flag floating in the wind, they will know where the "North Pole" is and
be able to use it as a meeting point.

An Area with Big Stones and Rocks
a) Locational requirement
In the books, this is a natural landscape. There is stream and rocks
where Pooh and his friends can play "pooh sticks".
b) Facilities to be provided
Big stones and rocks in flowing water.
c) Vegetation types
Aquatic Plants (for example tall reed and floating weed) and a clear
passage for the sticks to get through.
d) Proposed location and facilities
Near the English Garden entrance, the Duck Pond has a new stepping
stone walkway which leads to a small island in the water area. A stream
course and a recycling system would be needed to provide flowing water.
e) Experiential qualities
Small islands and big stepping stones (see Figure 5.5) will give children a
place to interact with water. Children can play "Poohsticks" on the
stepping stones by following the stream.
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Figure 5.5 Stepping Stones, June 13, 2011.

Rabbit's House
a) Locational requirement
Rabbit is very organized and sensible. He lives in a house in the north
central part of the Hundred Acre Wood, and his home is a hole in the
ground next to a field full of vegetables.
b) Facilities to be provided
Hole in the ground and an underground tunnel for children to go through.
c) Vegetation types
Vegetables in rows (Carrots, Radish, Parsnips.)
d) Proposed location and facilities
One side of the tunnel is open to the parking lot and the other side should
be hidden in the forest.
e) Experiential qualities
A place below the ground level with very limited sunlight. It is slightly
alarming but not dangerous.
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Figure 5.6 Rabbit's House

An Area for Rabbit's "Friends-and-Raletions"
a) Locational requirement
In the map of Hundred Acre Wood, this is near Rabbit's House and not
far from the Sandy Pit where Roo plays and beside Rabbit's House.
b) Facilities to be provided
A teaching garden with seasonal planting
c) Vegetation types
Vegetables and flowers are in rows.
d) Proposed location and facilities
It will be an area opened up for gardening and planting. It can be merged
with Rabbit's field of vegetables.
e) Experiential qualities
A teaching garden will be arranged beside the Nature Playground in the
summer time. The garden is a working balance between the beauty of
nature exemplified by the flower garden, herbs, berries, and the
functionality of natural spaces – playing with water, with mud, digging
holes, sliding, hiding and construction.
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Christopher Robin's House
a) Locational requirement
Christopher Robin is the host of Hundred Acre Wood. His house is
located in the East, at the top of Hundred Acre Wood (High Ground). It is
a place where animals in the forest get together to celebrate birthday
parties.
b) Facilities to be provided
A place for people getting together.
c) Vegetation types
Surrounding forest (existing)
d) Proposed location and facilities
The Qualico Family Centre and Park Café were built in 2011 and is a
good place for parties, family events and weddings. Also it can hold
children's indoor activities, such as crafting workshops. It will provide
clean water, family washrooms, and light meals.
e) Experiential qualities
As Assiniboine Park website describes this Family Centre: "Blending in
with its natural surroundings, the Qualico Family Centre is a welcoming
gathering place for Park visitors and is capable of hosting a variety of
events, from Park programs for children, to corporate retreats, weddings,
receptions, and other celebrations."
(http://www.assiniboinepark.ca/attractions/qualico-family-centre.php.
Accessed on January 29th, 2012.)

Figure 5.7 Qualico Family Center, Jan 26, 2012
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Kanga's House and The Sandy Pit Where Roo Plays
a) Locational requirement
Kanga is a symbol of security and full of a motherly intuition. Roo is the
youngest member of Hunderd Acre Wood community. Kanga and Roo
live beside "Nice for Piknics", which is located in the North of Hundred
Acre Wood. Roo loves to bounce with Tigger. There is also Sandy Pit
near their home. Since Kanga and Roo are a whole family, in the
proposed design process the two locations will be combine together as
one large place.
b) Facilities to be provided
Water jet and sand play area.
c) Vegetation types
Surrounding forest
d) Proposed location and facilities
N/A
e) Experiential qualities
Sloping Lawn, Water jet and Sandy Pit for family use in warm weather.
People can enjoy the sunshine and fresh air. Lying on the ground and
watching air planes flying across the sky. Children can bounce with
"Tigger" on the ground (see Figure 5.13 Plan of Kanga's House and The
Sandy Pit Where Roo Plays and Figure 5.8 Perspective of Kanga's
House and The Sandy Pit Where Roo Plays).
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The Pooh Trap for Heffalumps
a) Locational requirement
In the Chapter Five of Winnie-the-Pooh, Pooh and Piglet attempt bravely
to capture a Heffalump in a trap. "Pooh's first idea was that they should
dig a Very Deep Pit, and then Heffalump would come along and fall into
the Pit" (Milne, 1992, p. 58). However, no Heffalumps are ever caught in
their cunning trap.
b) Facilities to be provided
Very deep pit and a jar of honey in the trap. Considering the safety of
children, this "Very Deep Pit" will have a shallow slope down the end and
obvious signs to direct visitors.
c) Vegetation types
Pine Trees around the Pit.
d) Proposed location and facilities
In Winnie-the-Pooh, this location is near Six Pine Trees. But I decided to
move it to Zone 3 (see Figure 4.16). This place is covered by woodland
within the railway loop. This area has no washroom, sitting area or
parking space. So Zone 3 is proposed as a location to build its service
facilities. Near the woodland entrance there would be a big signpost to
direct people.
e) Experiential qualities
Piglet imagined that "Heffalumps" are horrible and fierce animals, and the
"Very Deep Pit" will be mysterious and full of imagination inspiring
mystery for children.

Where the Woozle Wasn't
a) Locational requirement
Woozle Hunting is a tracking "expotition". The footprints can be
paw-marks of a fierce Woozle and a terrible Wizzle. Actually, they are the
footprints of Pooh and Piglet themselves, going foolishy round and round
the Spinney.
b) Facilities to be provided
Foot prints in a circle around the center of clearing
c) Vegetation types
Shrubs and young trees in the center. Colorful plants to distinguish the
area from the surrounding woodland.
d) Proposed location and facilities
Concrete footprint marks around the center of the clearing.
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e) Experiential qualities
On the ground, there will be concrete footprints for people and wild
animals. It is a journey of discovery and great fun for tracking and tracing.

Figure 5.9 Where the Woozle Wasn't

Piglet's House
a) Locational requirement
Piglet is only 10 inches tall - less than the size of a young child. His home
is located to the southwest of Pooh's house. Piglet's house is a tall Beech
tree and has a sign of "TRESPASTERS W".
In Winnie-the-Pooh, Milne described this as "The piglet lived in a very
grand house in the middle of a beech-tree, and the beech-tree was in the
middle of the forest, and the Piglet lived in the middle of the house. Next
to his house was a piece of broken board which had: "TRESPASSERS
W" on it" (Milne, 1992, p. 34).
b) Facilities to be provided
Tall Beech tree and small size furniture to fit Piglet's stature. And also
dandelions (dandelion is a kind of common weed and much to the
annoyance of gardeners, but not to children.)
A description in Winnie-the-Pooh, "The Piglet was sitting on the ground at
the door of his house blowing happily at a dandelion, and wondering
whether it would be this year, next year, sometime or never" (Milne, 1992,
p. 114).
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c) Vegetation types
Instead of using non-native plants, Maple tree and perennials wild flowers
will replace Beech tree and dandelions.
d) Proposed location and facilities
Miniature Steam Train Station (Seasonally Operated): The train and
railway are designed to be at children's scale. Everything is small in this
area around Piglet's House.
e) Experiential qualities
The area has a theme of smallness. For example, smaller outdoor
furniture is suitable for young children‟s dimensions allowing them to
image and play as if they are in an miniaturized world that works at their
size and scale.

Owl's House
a) Locational requirement
Owl's house is located in the center of Hundred Acre Wood. It is a tree
house at the top of a Chestnut tree. It has a door-knocker and a bell pull
which is Eeyore's tail.
b) Facilities to be provided
Tree house and aerial walkway
c) Vegetation types
Wingnut tree
d) Proposed location and facilities
A tree house hidden in the deep woods.
e) Experiential qualities
It is visible in the distance. A boardwalk (a trail) will lead people across
the forest from the new parking lot and also an aerial walkway will float
above the ground and connect Owl's Tree House, Piglet's House and
Eeyore's Gloomy Place. It will enable all visitors to gain a bird's eye view
of the woodland. It will also be wheelchair friendly and have a level
section with benches. Children will be able to play "find Eeyore's Tail" by
running on the wooden aerial walkway.
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Figure 5.10 Aerial walk towards Owl's House

Eeyore's House
a) Locational requirement
Eeyore is a donkey who is about 18 inches in height and 27 inches in
length. Eeyore lives in the south east corner of the Hundred Acre Wood,
an area marked as "Eeyore's Gloomy Place". His appearance is
highlighted by a small light pink bow on his tail. This tail can be found at
the front door of Owl's Tree House. This blue grey donkey is quiet and
gloomy. His friends help him build a house which is a pile of wood sticks.
b) Facilities to be provided
A quiet corner with willow wood structure where children can hide inside
to imagine and day-dream.
c) Vegetation types
A field full of poppy and thistles (Eeyore's favorite food)
d) Proposed location and facilities
A corner area.
e) Experiential qualities
Quiet and peaceful place for day dreaming where families can enjoy a
lunch outside, and children can have a rest after playing in the
playground (see Figure 5.14). Wood branches will be woven to create a
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House at Pooh Corner, almost the same size as a car, in which children
can play and climb through.

Figure 5.11 Eeyore's Gloomy Place - Willow Wood Structure

Figure 5.12 Eeyore's Gloomy Place - Willow House
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Figure 5.15 Summary of 17 places to be created
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5.3 Master Plan
Introduction
Based on my research, site inventory and analysis, the following are the critera for
the Hundred Acre Wood site in Assiniboine Park







It is a year around park.
It is open to people of all ages.
It includes a playground, sand pit, water park, vegetable garden, tree houses,
nature forest, and parking area.
It is a habitat of the characters in Winnie-the-Pooh stories.
It is a landscape that can tell stories.
It gives visitors a representation of the scenery from the stories

The Concept started from the analysis of the two story books as a basis for
program development.
The principal concern to be addressed by the design was the circulation between
the seventeen locations. (see Figure 5.16 Sketch of overall master plan)
First, I used seventeen drawing pins to represent the seventeen themed units.
Red pins to present preferred permanent locations. These selections were based
on their attributes and potentials. Transparent pins were used for optional and
flexible locations. These selections could be changed, merged or discarded
based on the analysis of the stories. This process determined suitable locations
that directly support the concept of the particular theme.
When locations were confirmed, the next step was to connect them with the
circulation system. Nature trails and pathways through woodland connect
fragmented theme units together and organize the inner circulation pattern as a
network. The aerial walkway provides an experience of walking above ground and
presents views from different angles.
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Figure 5.16 Sketch of Master Plan
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5.4 Illustration
Illustrations on the following pages are:
Figure 5.17 Master Plan
Figure 5.18 Locations of section-elevations through Hundred Acre Wood
Figure 5.19 Sectional Elevations (All sectional elevations have an exaggerated
vertical scale with a ratio - Vertical : Horizontal of 5:1)
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Figure 5.17 Master Plan
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Figure 5.18 Locations of section-elevations through Hundred Acre Wood
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Conclusion
1. Theme park can be free and natural.
High-load theme park environments are complex, varied, dense, surprising,
crowded, and commercial. Compared with Disney's high-cost commercial
environments, Assiniboine Park serves the public as a comprehensive urban park
without admission fees. The proposed Winnie-the-Pooh theme park will provide a
partially natural environment and a safe place for children's play.
2. Think like a child
As an adult, it is a challenge to design a play environment for children. Thinking
and playing like a child is a good way for designers to understand children's play.
"For a designer, design is usually about forms - for a child, design is about
activity" (Hendricks, 2001, p. 86).
As a designer, wearing "other's shoes" to think and experience is a crucial way to
understand other's perspective and demand.
3. Playing is living
When children play in an outdoor space, they not only experience the
environment, but also use the environment and manipulate the material around
them. Children's play happens spontaneously when he is in an outdoor
environment which is clean, safe and full of variety. Children do not need a script
or prescribed activities. They can play themselves in an outdoor "stage". In fact,
play is about everyday life for children.
The proposed Winnie-the-Pooh theme park provides variety and opportunity for
children to play freely and present an opportunity for them explore a world
invented by an adult, A.A. Milne, who knew how to think like a child.
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Wikipedia: http://www.wikipedia.org/
Disneyland. http://disneyland.disney.go.com/disneyland/
Canada's Wonderland. http://www.canadaswonderland.com/
Disney's Hollywood Studios.
http://disneyworld.disney.go.com/parks/hollywood-studios/
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Appendix A: Mickey's 10 Commandments
Martin Sklar, Walt Disney Imagineering, Education vs. Entertainment: Competing
for audiences, AAM Annual meeting, 1987.
http://www.themedattraction.com/mickeys10commandments.htm (Accessed on
December 19th, 2011)

1. Know your audience - Don't bore people, talk down to them or lose them by assuming that
they know what you know.
2. Wear your guest's shoes - Insist that designers, staff and your board members experience
your facility as visitors as often as possible.
3. Organize the flow of people and ideas - Use good story telling techniques, tell good stories
not lectures, lay out your exhibit with a clear logic.
4. Create a weenie - Lead visitors from one area to another by creating visual magnets and
giving visitors rewards for making the journey
5. Communicate with visual literacy - Make good use of all the non-verbal ways of
communication - color, shape, form, texture.
6. Avoid overload - Resist the temptation to tell too much, to have too many objects, don't
force people to swallow more than they can digest, try to stimulate and provide guidance to
those who want more.
7. Tell one story at a time - If you have a lot of information divide it into distinct, logical,
organized stories, people can absorb and retain information more clearly if the path to the
next concept is clear and logical.
8. Avoid contradiction - Clear institutional identity helps give you the competitive edge. Public
needs to know who you are and what differentiates you from other institutions they may have
seen.
9. For every ounce of treatment , provide a ton of fun - How do you woo people from all other
temptations? Give people plenty of opportunity to enjoy themselves by emphasizing ways that
let people participate in the experience and by making your environment rich and appealing to
all senses.
10. Keep it up - Never underestimate the importance of cleanliness and routine maintenance,
people expect to get a good show every time, people will comment more on broken and dirty
stuff.
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